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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Marshall, Tom 
University of Birmingham, School of Health and Population Sciences 

REVIEW RETURNED 21-May-2014 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Overview  
I think this is an important paper which will contribute to significant 
debate about hypertension diagnosis and hypertension guidelines. I 
have only minor comments.  
The use of antihypertensive drugs for the prevention of CVD 
remains a large part of primary care in developing countries and this 
paper concerns identification of patients for antihypertensive drugs. 
It therefore addresses an important issue.  
In the UK changes to hypertension guidelines in 2011 recommended 
the use of ABPM for diagnosis of hypertension. This represents a 
shift away from the movement which began with New Zealand 
guidelines in 1993 towards considering predicted risk of CVD (and 
hence predicted benefits of treatment) as the primary indication for 
treatment. It is a move back towards treating individual risk factors 
(physiological parameters) as the primary motivation for treatment.  
This paper addresses the tension between CVD risk estimation and 
refining measurements of individual risk factors by investigating 
extent to which ABPM contributes to improving the estimation of risk 
of CVD.  
The conclusions are important and suggest that UK hypertension 
guidelines may be mistaken.  
Introduction  
This could do with some clarification of which ambulatory BP 
measurements are recommended for use in diagnosis of 
hypertension and of the variety of measurements obtained from 
ABPM (mean daytime, mean 24 hour, variability etc). UK‟s NICE 
guidelines appear to require diagnoses to be made on the basis of 
mean 24 hour BP (systolic and diastolic).  
It might be useful to specify that the analysis uses the 2008 
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Framingham equation (not the earlier versions of the equation) and 
to mention other CVD risk equations that are used in other settings 
e.g. PROCAM in Germany, SCORE in Europe, ASSIGN in Scotland, 
QRisk in UK.  
The aims state “We aimed to estimate the incremental value of 
ambulatory BP measurement to 10 year cardiovascular risk scores 
based on the Framingham equation” but it would be clearer if the 
range of ambulatory BP measurements to be considered were 
mentioned.  
Methods  
The data source is described sufficiently.  
The measurement of ambulatory BP and clinic BP are both 
described.  
I was unclear from the introduction which measure of ambulatory BP 
was to be used in the prediction model or whether several were 
included. It became apparent later in the Methods section that 
several measures were to be included: mean daytime, mean night 
time, minimum night time, maximum night time, maximum daytime, 
minimum daytime, Range daytime, CV daytime, SD night time, CV 
night time, SD daytime, IQR daytime, IQR night time, and the range 
of night time BP. This  
Some of the methods are hard to follow. A baseline model for 
prediction of CVD risk was constructed using the Framingham risk 
equation but I found the next sentence confusing: “We then 
screened ambulatory BP measures for incremental prediction by 
adding these one at a time to the base model.” It would have been 
clearer to me if it was made explicit that a number of different 
outputs form 24 hour ambulatory BP measurement would be tested 
in the model.  
The analytic methods seem appropriate although I think that a 
statistical reviewer should comment on this section.  
Results  
These are clearly presented in a logical order  
Discussion  
The discussion seems appropriate. It could be made more explicit 
that because age was not a predictor of CVD risk in the study 
population (because of the narrow age range) it is likely that 
ambulatory BP measurement is a weaker predictor in other 
populations.  
The authors could comment on why they reach somewhat different 
conclusions to the cost- effectiveness analysis undertaken in relation 
to the use of ambulatory BP measurement for diagnosis of 
hypertension. (1) They might like to note that the modelling study 
assumed that patients below the treatment threshold derived no 
reduction in CVD risk from treatment whereas those above the 
treatment threshold did. (Text below)  
“We assumed people with falsely diagnosed hypertension gain no 
benefit from antihypertensive treatment and no harm from 
unnecessary treatment.”  
1. Lovibond K, Jowett S, Barton P, Calufield M, Heneghan C, Hobbs 
F, et al. Cost-effectiveness of options for the diagnosis of high blood 
pressure in primary care: a modelling study. Lancet. 2011;378:1219-
30. 

 

REVIEWER Jackson, Rod 
University of Auckland, Epidemiology and Biostatisitcs 

REVIEW RETURNED 26-May-2014 
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GENERAL COMMENTS This is an excellent paper that reports new clinically relevant 
evidence about the limited impact likely to result from adding 
ambulatory blood pressure measurement to office BP measurement 
when assessing patients for blood pressure lowering treatment. 
Given that current NICE guidelines on the management of 
hypertension recommend the routine use of ambulatory blood 
pressure measurement, these findings have major implications for 
practice. Moreover they identify an important gap in the NICE 
guidelines which did not consider the clinical implications of adding 
ambulatory BP measures  
 
The paper also provides an excellent systematic and robust 
approach for assessing the impact of adding a new risk factor to an 
existing CVD risk assessment tool. In my opinion this approach 
should become the model for the assessment of new risk factors 
and I will certainly be using it myself.  
 
I don't have any suggestions for changes. I think the authors have 
managed to present a substantial and important piece of research in 
a very clear and succinct paper. Well done  

 

REVIEWER McManus, Richard 
University of Oxford, Dept of Primary Care Health Sciences 
 
Competing Interests:  
I have received BP lowering equipment for research purposes from 
Omron and Lloyds Pharmacies.  
 
I was a member of the guideline development group for the NICE 
Hypertension guideline which is referenced in the paper.  
 
I have previously published with Prof Glasziou and Dr Hayen. We 
have a shared interest in BP variability and have one piece of 
ongoing work about this that is unrelated to the current piece. I do 
not think that this has affected my review but include it for the 
avoidance of doubt.  
  

REVIEW RETURNED 02-Jun-2014 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Thank you for the opportunity to review this interesting paper which 
considers the incremental value of adding ABPM to clinic blood 
pressure in the context of risk estimation using the Framingham 
equation. The key issue with the paper is that the authors have 
asked a very reasonable question in a population that is largely high 
risk which considerably reduces the clinical utility of the question 
whether or not to treat. The key issues are  
a) The choice of a cohort where almost all – 94% - are eligible for 
treatment using the basic Framingham risk score. This is largely 
because of their age and means that any changes to the risk score 
are likely to have very small incremental value in any case because 
few are close to the treatment threshold as can be seen in the 
figures. The authors mention this as a weakness but unfortunately it 
is a considerable one – it is unlikely to be sensible to use any 
additional test indiscriminately in a population where most are well 
above the treatment threshold.  
b) There has been an assumption of one estimation of risk and then 
treatment on that basis without review. In clinical practice one would 
not make such decisions on a one off risk estimation. For example in 
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the UK a minimum of five yearly review is suggested.  
c) A lack of consideration of absolute values of the individual risk 
factors. For example, both UK and Australian guidelines would 
recommend treatment of blood pressures above 160/100mmHg 
whatever the underlying risk calculation and neither commencement 
of treatment below 140/90 mmHg without special reasons. 
Understanding whether the few people affected by the recalibration 
would have been eligible for individual risk factor reduction is 
potentially important in terms of clinical applicability.  
d) The paper is pitched at the issue of when to start BP lowering 
treatment but I think is actually most relevant to the decision to start 
cardiovascular risk lowering treatment ie (mostly) statins as well as 
BP lowering. This is important, not least because of the point 
mentioned above.  
These methods would be very interesting had they been applied to a 
more diverse in age and sex and risk population for which the 
question asked would then be much more clinically relevant.  
 
In addition, some minor points:  
1. The underlying methods used in the Uppsala study are robust. It 
should be noted that this population was recruited in the early 90‟s 
prior to widespread use of statins and with a relatively low use of 
antihypertensives which means it is good in terms of understanding 
prognosis in an untreated population.  
2. Whilst the follow data regarding subsequent events appear 
robust, there are no data regarding additional cardiovascular risk 
reduction over time– presumably people in the cohort subsequently 
received statins and antihypertensives which could have influenced 
the results.  
3. For daytime ABPM the minimum number of readings used in the 
editing system should be stated (this is unlikely to be an issue as 
three times per hour but should be stated).  
4. The statistical methods used in this paper are sufficiently 
complicated that I would suggest a specific statistical review if not 
already organised.  
5. An assumption is made that all people above threshold would be 
offered and accept treatment to lower cardiovascular risk. This is 
unlikely to be the case and should be discussed.  
6. The final sentence of the discussion concerns the use of ABPM 
for guiding BP lowering therapy whereas in my view the paper itself 
is more relevant for the use for guiding cardiovascular risk reduction 
therapy in general. 

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer: 1 Recommendation: Comments: Overview I think this is an important paper which will 
contribute to significant debate about hypertension diagnosis and hypertension guidelines. I have only 
minor comments. The use of antihypertensive drugs for the prevention of CVD remains a large part of 
primary care in developing countries and this paper concerns identification of patients for 
antihypertensive drugs. It therefore addresses an important issue. In the UK changes to hypertension 
guidelines in 2011 recommended the use of ABPM for diagnosis of hypertension. This represents a 
shift away from the movement which began with New Zealand guidelines in 1993 towards considering 
predicted risk of CVD (and hence predicted benefits of treatment) as the primary indication for 
treatment. It is a move back towards treating individual risk factors (physiological parameters) as the 
primary motivation for treatment. This paper addresses the tension between CVD risk estimation and 
refining measurements of individual risk factors by investigating extent to which ABPM contributes to 
improving the estimation of risk of CVD. The conclusions are important and suggest that UK 
hypertension guidelines may be mistaken.  
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We thank the reviewer for his comments Introduction This could do with some clarification of which 
ambulatory BP measurements are recommended for use in diagnosis of hypertension and of the 
variety of measurements obtained from ABPM (mean daytime, mean 24 hour, variability etc). UK‟s 
NICE guidelines appear to require diagnoses to be made on the basis of mean 24 hour BP (systolic 
and diastolic).  
NICE guidelines indicate that mean daytime BP are used, without specifying SBP vs DBP: “When 
using ABPM to confirm a diagnosis of hypertension, ensure that at least two measurements per hour 
are taken during the person‟s usual waking hours (for example, between 08:00 and 22:00).Use the 
average value of at least 14 measurements taken during the person‟s usual waking hours to confirm a 
diagnosis of hypertension.”  
We have added text to the Introduction to reflect this, as well as noting in the Methods and Results 
that diastolic BP measures were also assessed and found to be inferior to the systolic BP measures.  
It might be useful to specify that the analysis uses the 2008 Framingham equation (not the earlier 
versions of the equation) and to mention other CVD risk equations that are used in other settings e.g. 
PROCAM in Germany, SCORE in Europe, ASSIGN in Scotland, QRisk in UK.  
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We have added other risk scores to the Introduction The aims state “We aimed to estimate the 
incremental value of ambulatory BP measurement to 10 year cardiovascular risk scores based on the 
Framingham equation” but it would be clearer if the range of ambulatory BP measurements to be 
considered were mentioned.  
We have added text to the end of the Introduction Methods The data source is described sufficiently. 
The measurement of ambulatory BP and clinic BP are both described. I was unclear from the 
introduction which measure of ambulatory BP was to be used in the prediction model or whether 
several were included. It became apparent later in the Methods section that several measures were to 
be included: mean daytime, mean night time, minimum night time, maximum night time, maximum 
daytime, minimum daytime, Range daytime, CV daytime, SD night time, CV night time, SD daytime, 
IQR daytime, IQR night time, and the range of night time BP.  
We have included a summary of the measures at the end of the Introduction and direct the reader to 
the relevant section of the Methods Some of the methods are hard to follow. A baseline model for 
prediction of CVD risk was constructed using the Framingham risk equation but I found the next 
sentence confusing: “We then screened ambulatory BP measures for incremental prediction by 
adding these one at a time to the base model.” It would have been clearer to me if it was made 
explicit that a number of different outputs form 24 hour ambulatory BP measurement would be tested 
in the model.  
We have added text to Methods to clarify this. The analytic methods seem appropriate although I 
think that a statistical reviewer should comment on this section. Results These are clearly presented 
in a logical order Discussion The discussion seems appropriate. It could be made more explicit that 
because age was not a predictor of CVD risk in the study population (because of the narrow age 
range) it is likely that ambulatory BP measurement is a weaker predictor in other populations.  
We have made this point more explicit and strengthened the argument for generalizability of our 
results to other populations. The authors could comment on why they reach somewhat different 
conclusions to the cost- effectiveness analysis undertaken in relation to the use of ambulatory BP 
measurement for diagnosis of hypertension. (1) They might like to note that the modelling study 
assumed that patients below the treatment threshold derived no reduction in CVD risk from treatment 
whereas those above the treatment threshold did. (Text below) “We assumed people with falsely 
diagnosed hypertension gain no benefit from antihypertensive treatment and no harm from 
unnecessary treatment.” 1. Lovibond K, Jowett S, Barton P, Calufield M, Heneghan C, Hobbs F, et al. 
Cost-effectiveness of options for the diagnosis of high blood pressure in primary care: a modelling 
study. Lancet. 2011;378:1219-30.  
We thank the reviewer for this comment and have added text to the Discussion along the lines he 
suggested.  
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Additional Questions: Please enter your name: Tom Marshall Job Title: Professor of Public Health and 
Primary Care Institution: University of Birmingham Reimbursement for attending a symposium?: No A 
fee for speaking?: No A fee for organising education?: No Funds for research?: No Funds for a 
member of staff?: No Fees for consulting?: No Have you in the past five years been employed by an 
organisation that may in any way gain or lose financially from the publication of this paper?: No Do 
you hold any stocks or shares in an organisation that may in any way gain or lose financially from the 
publication of this paper?: No If you have any competing interests <A 
HREF='http://bit.ly/VW8GVB'target='_new'>(please see BMJ Group policy ) </a>please declare them 
here: Reviewer: 2 Recommendation: Comments: This is an excellent paper that reports new clinically 
relevant evidence about the limited impact likely to result from adding ambulatory blood pressure 
measurement to office BP measurement when assessing patients for blood pressure lowering 
treatment. Given that current NICE guidelines on the management of hypertension recommend the 
routine use of ambulatory blood pressure measurement, these findings have major implications for 
practice. Moreover they identify an important gap in the NICE guidelines which did not consider the 
clinical implications of adding ambulatory BP measures The paper also provides an excellent 
systematic and robust approach for assessing the impact of adding a new risk factor to an existing 
CVD risk assessment tool. In my opinion this approach should become the model for the assessment 
of new risk factors and I will certainly be using it myself. I don't have any suggestions for changes. I 
think the authors have managed to present a substantial and important piece of research in a very 
clear and succinct paper. Well done  
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We thank the reviewer for his comments. Additional Questions: Please enter your name: Rod Jackson 
Job Title: Professor of Epidemiology Institution: University of Auckland, New Zealand Reimbursement 
for attending a symposium?: No A fee for speaking?: No A fee for organising education?: No Funds 
for research?: No Funds for a member of staff?: No Fees for consulting?: No Have you in the past five 
years been employed by an organisation that may in any way gain or lose financially from the 
publication of this paper?: No Do you hold any stocks or shares in an organisation that may in any 
way gain or lose financially from the publication of this paper?: No If you have any competing interests 
<A HREF='http://bit.ly/VW8GVB'target='_new'>(please see BMJ Group policy ) </a>please declare 
them here: nil Reviewer: 3 Recommendation: Comments: Thank you for the opportunity to review this 
interesting paper which considers the incremental value of adding ABPM to clinic blood pressure in 
the context of risk estimation using the Framingham equation. The key issue with the paper is that the 
authors have asked a very reasonable question in a population that is largely high risk which 
considerably reduces the clinical utility of the question whether or not to treat. The key issues are a) 
The choice of a cohort where almost all – 94% - are eligible for treatment using the basic Framingham 
risk score. This is largely because of their age and means that any changes to the risk score are likely 
to have very small incremental value in any case because few are close to the treatment threshold as 
can be seen in the figures. The authors mention this as a weakness but unfortunately it is a 
considerable one – it is unlikely to be sensible to use any additional test indiscriminately in a 
population where most are well above the treatment threshold.  
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As outlined above in response to BMJ editors, we believe the main result that ambulatory blood 
pressure is of questionable incremental value is actually a „best case‟ estimate and it may be of even 
lower value in younger and lower risk populations being considered for treatment to lower blood 
pressure. The risk plots mentioned (Figure II) actually show that adding ambulatory BP may still have 
little effect on reclassification even if thresholds were shifted so that more men were under threshold 
on the basis of FRS.  
We have edited text in the Discussion to strengthen the case for generalizability of results  
b) There has been an assumption of one estimation of risk and then treatment on that basis without 
review. In clinical practice one would not make such decisions on a one off risk estimation. For 
example in the UK a minimum of five yearly review is suggested.  
We agree with this point and have added text to the Discussion. Re-measurement of risk would likely 
lead to more men crossing the treatment threshold in the ASBP + FRS model. This would mean an 
even smaller difference in reclassification.  
c) A lack of consideration of absolute values of the individual risk factors. For example, both UK and 
Australian guidelines would recommend treatment of blood pressures above 160/100mmHg whatever 
the underlying risk calculation and neither commencement of treatment below 140/90 mmHg without 
special reasons. Understanding whether the few people affected by the recalibration would have been 
eligible for individual risk factor reduction is potentially important in terms of clinical applicability.  
The guidelines do allow for treatment of individuals below the absolute risk threshold who have 
elevated BP. However individuals with BP below 140/90 who are above the absolute risk threshold 
would still qualify for treatment. Thus, if BP threshold is also included, more individuals will qualify for 
treatment in the ASBP + FRS group than before. Again, this would mean an even smaller difference 
in reclassification.  
We have added text to the Discussion to reflect this point.  
d) The paper is pitched at the issue of when to start BP lowering treatment but I think is actually most 
relevant to the decision to start cardiovascular risk lowering treatment ie (mostly) statins as well as BP 
lowering. This is important, not least because of the point mentioned above.  
We thank the reviewer for this comment and have included information on cholesterol lowering effects 
in the Discussion.  
These methods would be very interesting had they been applied to a more diverse in age and sex and 
risk population for which the question asked would then be much more clinically relevant.  
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As outlined in our Discussion, future research should include other populations and other methods of 
BP measurement such as home BP monitoring. In addition, some minor points: 1. The underlying 
methods used in the Uppsala study are robust. It should be noted that this population was recruited in 
the early 90‟s prior to widespread use of statins and with a relatively low use of antihypertensives 
which means it is good in terms of understanding prognosis in an untreated population.  
We thank the reviewer for this comment and have included this as a strength of our study in the 
Discussion.  
2. Whilst the follow data regarding subsequent events appear robust, there are no data regarding 
additional cardiovascular risk reduction over time– presumably people in the cohort subsequently 
received statins and antihypertensives which could have influenced the results.  
It is true that some people in the cohort received additional lipid and blood pressure lowering drugs 
during follow up. The risk reduction for participants over the treatment threshold may have been less 
for escalation of treatment (for patients who were already on some treatment at baseline or were 
started on treatment during follow-up) than starting new treatment. But this is likely to have been more 
than offset by the additional effects of lipid lowering treatment which would also be indicated. We 
have added this to the Discussion.  
3. For daytime ABPM the minimum number of readings used in the editing system should be stated 
(this is unlikely to be an issue as three times per hour but should be stated).  
We have added information on the number of daytime readings available for analysis in the Methods.  
4. The statistical methods used in this paper are sufficiently complicated that I would suggest a 
specific statistical review if not already organised.  
We note that a statistician was present at the BMJ editorial meeting and have responded to all 
comments from this meeting above. 5. An assumption is made that all people above threshold would 
be offered and accept treatment to lower cardiovascular risk. This is unlikely to be the case and 
should be discussed.  
We agree, and again this would lead to less of a difference between FRS vs ASBP + FRS. We have 
included this in the Discussion 6. The final sentence of the discussion concerns the use of ABPM for 
guiding BP lowering therapy whereas in my view the paper itself is more relevant for the use for 
guiding cardiovascular risk reduction therapy in general (see above).  

Our original final sentence concerns the NICE recommendation that ABPM be used for all people 

being considered for BP lowering therapy. We have added a sentence at the end of the Discussion 

“FRS scores alone are sufficient to decide on the need for starting BP and cholesterol lowering 

therapy.”  
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